What I love is the
convenience of the
Multitap . Instant
boiling water
combined with the
regular hot and cold
water helps me keep
cooking, with what
I need always at my
fingertips.
TM

-Guy Grossi

ITALIANITY
Over centuries, we have marveled
at how Italians have enhanced
design and fashion leaving their
culturalmarkontheworld.Leading
the way, forging new ground,
pushing the boundaries as part
of a deep-seated desire to really
embrace life’s rich tapestry.
Welovethepassion,craftsmanship
and heritage put into everything
Italians do, and now they are
the creative drivers behind
InSinkErator’s premium range
of tapware MultitapTM , or as the
Italians say Multi Rubinetto.
The reasons we fall in love with
Italian products is their Passion
and Purpose and Multitap is a
testament to this commitment. We
are proud to be able to offer instant
steaming hot water as a function of
a standard kitchen tap mixer.
Designed and manufactured in
Italy this high quality tap brings
contemporary style to new and
existing kitchen spaces.

MULTITAP
3N1

TM

Style.
Convenience.
Craftsmanship.

Hot water as you would
expect from a standard
kitchen tap mixer.

Instant filtered steaming hot
water. Unlike what you would
expect from a standard kitchen
tap mixer.
The steaming hot water lever has
a safety locking mechanism.

The convenience of instant
steaming hot water at the flick of
a lever. No more waiting for the
kettle to boil.

Cool water as you would
expect from a standard
kitchen tap mixer.

Introducing a new
level of convenience
The MultitapTM 3N1 has endless applications that will
save you time in the kitchen. Here are just a few:

1. Making tea and coffee

2. Blanching vegetables

3. Preparing noodles

4. Preparing baby bottles

5. Cleaning

6. No waiting for water to run warm
for washing up

NEOTANK

TM

Compact.
Reliable.
Innovative.
The MultitapTM is supported by our next generation Neotank.
It features a compact design that is affixed to the cupboard
wall conserving space usage. This upgraded tank has precise
adjustable temperature control up to 98 degrees celsius and
has been designed with a welded construction, eliminating
seals to improve lifespan.
The 2.5L capacity allows the consumer to heat only what they
need while conservingenergyforenvironmentalstewardship.
The NeoTank offers quiet energy efficient operation and the
revolutionary new design gives consumer peace-of-mind
through quality and reliability.

The whole kitchen looks
so stylish when finished
off with the Multitap .
The form and finish is well
considered from every aspect.
TM

-Guy Grossi

Visit www.multitap.com.au to find
out more information about this exclusive
collection and find stockists.
To review the entire range of InsinkErator HottapTM
and MultitapTM visit www.insinkerator.com.au
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Find us on facebook at facebook.com/insinkeratorAU

